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Week 4 Day 4: Sight Word “once” Week 4 Day 4: Sight Word “once” 

once once/once
Find “once” in the sentences below:

again thank know thank

thank were thank were

thank again thank know

could thank thank thank
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Try it once.

I saw him once.

Once upon a time…

We will go at once.

take once live once

once once has any

any live once once

has once once take
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Week 4 Day 2: -OOP Word Family Week 4 Day 2: -OOP Word Family 

sn

h

sc

l

g

c

d
r

1.
2.
3.
4.

//oop
//oop
//oop
//oop

5
6
7
8

//oop
//oop
//oop
//oop

 Use a pencil and 
paperclip to make 
your spinner.  Spin 
and then write letter 
to make the word. 

The chickens are in the coop.

Did you touch the goop?

The basketball hoop is high.

The loop is around the peg.

Find the -oop words in 
the sentences.
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Make the -oop words. Draw a picture of a “wheel”.
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Week 4 Day 4: Word ProblemsWeek 4 Day 4: Word Problems
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There were 15 butterflies. 
7 butterflies flew away.
How many butterflies were left?

An ant hill has 13 red ants and 8 black
ants.  How many ants were there 
altogether?

___   ___ = ___
+
- ___   ___ = ___

+
-
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Week 4 Day 4: -OR Week 4 Day 4: -OR R Controlled VowelsR Controlled Vowels
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Roll & Race the -er words.

///////////////////////
///////////////////////

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.

cord form porch stork cork torn

fort horn sword short horn pork

corn fork port worn storm sport

Write a sentence and draw a picture using one of the words 
above.
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